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Abstract: A nimble-witted defensive top has been made that can perceive of dangerous juncture in the 
excavation business. In the progression of defensive top, we have considered the three major sorts of 
danger, for instance, air quality, head defender ejection, and crash. The first is the obsession level of the 
hazardous gasses, for instance, Carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and rugged issue. The 
second hazardous juncture was named a digger clearing thee digging defensive top off their head. An IR 
sensor is made unsuccessfully however an off-the rack IR sensor is then used to victoriously choose when 
the defensive top is on the excavators head. The third unsafe juncture is described as an juncture where 
excavators are smacked by a challenge against the head with a power. 
Index Terms— Air Quality; Mining; Safety; Wireless Sensor Networks; Zigbee; 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Before long mining security tops simply had the 
purpose behind guaranteeing the digger's head by 
potential unsafe thumps. The security head 
defenders don't had any development added to it to 
tell excavators about a related digger has 
encountered a dangerous nurture. Starting late, 
procuring development has accepted a fundamental 
part in the domain of excavation applications. The 
written work on excavation advancement is 
available yet to a great degree limited. As a result, 
the existing proposals not very many have been 
actualized and tried in this present reality, 
distinguishing the presence of a hole amongst 
hypothesis and genuine application at deductively 
acknowledged level. Remembering the true 
objective to elucidate the entire structure, the 
system is isolated into six units. Head defender 
clear sensor, which is used to recognize the 
excavator, is wearing the security top or not this is 
refined through the IR sensors. Crash sensor, which 
is used to recognize and perceive whether any 
things fall over the digger and this is refined 
through accelerometer. Air quality sensor, which is 
used to recognize air tainting from coal mines. It is 
basically a direct result of releases of particulate 
issue and gasses fuse methane (CH4) and carbon 
monoxide (CO). Data getting ready unit the littler 
scale controller which is used to get each one of the 
data from the in particular sensor and completes 
whether require any clue to remote unit or the 
customer wearing it. Remote transmission and 
disturbing unit is used to trade the data got from the 
taking care of unit. It is refined through Hc-05. 
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
To provide protection to the miners in industries, 
different sensors with high and processing device 
called Raspberry Pi with wireless network 
configuration is used. 
A. Air Quality Sensor:  
Gas MQ6 sensor, it is a universal chemical 
observer responds and reacts to various toxic level 
changes in the environment, connected to the 
processor on GPIO headers with the help of 
Wiring-pi internal connection of the processor. This 
sensor is utilized to observe harmful gases in the 
mining industry and make the miner aware of the 
dangerous gases presence in the mining area. 
Block diagram of the system:  
Helmet section: 
 
Fig 1: Block Diagram of helmet section 
Monitoring section: 
 
Fig 2: Block Diagram of monitoring section 
B. Air Quality Sensor:  
Gas MQ6 sensor, it is a universal chemical 
observer responds and reacts to various toxic level 
changes in the environment, connected to the 
processor on GPIO headers with the help of 
Wiring-pi internal connection of the processor. This 
sensor is utilized to observe harmful gases in the 
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mining industry and make the miner aware of the 
dangerous gases presence in the mining area. 
C. Helmet Removal Sensor:  
To keep a watch about miner wearing helmet or 
not, thermal IR sensor is used working at a 470 
nanometer wavelength. this sensor works in such a 
way that if helmet is kept on the sensor it sends 
continuous signals to the processor about helmet 
being kept on head and same thing is updated on 
the server using ARM7 and Raspberry-Pi 
processor. 
D. Collision Sensor:  
Ultra Sonic sensor for long distance measurement 
of incoming collision, avoidance and protection 
HCSR04 ultrasonic is used working at a frequency 
of 40KHz with transmitter and receiver sending 
various ultrasonic waves for accurate distance 
measurement and updating it to the server with the 
help of zigbee node. 
E. Fire sensor:  
since mining industry is vulnerable to fire 
accidents, and so many miners lose their life 
because of the fire accidents. The fire sensor used 
is IR, receiver connected with NPN Transistor in 
common emitter configuration. this make sensor to 
react to any light and heat changes with very minute 
sensitivity level so that accident can be avoided 
when sensor updates to the server and to the miner. 
F. Light dependent sensor:  
A Light Dependent Resistor (aka LDR, 
photoconductor, or photocell) is used for darkness 
sensitivity measurement and also connected with 
the Raspberry Pi processor to make changes for the 
light. If light intensity is very high it makes the light 
ambient to the miner. so the LDR sensor reduces 
the light intensity of helmet using Relay. 
G. Relay sensor:  
These relays covers switching capacity of 10A in 
spite of miniature size for PCB mount. In this 
system it does switching between10% to 90%.  
H. Camera:  
It is used for live streaming of miners underground 
for monitoring. 
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 
Data Processing Unit: 
>The venture is chiefly isolated into two areas; 
head protector segment and observing segment, In 
cap segment, Raspberry pi is utilized as a 
controller, which keeps running on Raspbian 
working framework. The code for head protector 
area is composed in python dialect which is 
gathered utilizing GCC compiler.  
>In observing segment, 32-bit ARM7 processor is 
utilized to screen all the level sensor changes with 
the assistance of a remote correspondence with the 
zigbee hub convention working at free remote 
recurrence of 2-4 GHz covering a vast range almost 
50m(theoretical) so that to watch about digger head 
protector with different sensors can without much 
of a stretch be follow. The upside of Zigbee is it 
doesn't have loss of information, or flag misfortune 
in exceptionally poor air conditions too.  
ALERTING UNIT: 
>Since the underground is exceptionally dim 
locales, the specialists will be furnished with a 
defensive protective cap with an innate light in it. 
Considering the ordinary working condition in the 
underground mines, cautioning the client about the 
dangerous occasion is an intense procedure. 
Cautioning the mineworkers about perilous 
occasion with an alert or speaker.  
>The head protector area of the outline. Here in this 
area, it comprises of sensors like gas sensor, 
ultrasonic sensor, IR sensor, LDR sensor and 
transfer sensor. These sensors detects condition for 
information. The detected information will be 
gotten by RaspberryPi microcontroller, 
microcontroller changes over detected information 
into computerized arrange with the assistance of 10 
bit ADC. It matches information from 0 to 1023. 
The coordinated information will be changed over 
into string and is sent remotely to observing 
segment.  
>The observing area. It comprises of ZigBee 
module, ARM7 controller. The information from 
the head protector segment is gotten remotely by 
ZigBee module. This information is gathered by 
AR M7 controller. 
IV. HARDWARE SNAPHOT 
 
Fig 3: Hardware Snapshot 
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V. FUTURE SCOPE 
As the framework necessity and the required 
segments can be effortlessly influenced accessible 
this to extend can be actualized effectively. It will 
give the security to coal diggers and change the 
method for their filling in and framework 
controlling the different ecological changes in 
mines. It has been exhibited the first plan of the low 
power ZigBee remote sensor framework with a to a 
great degree lessened cost. It is dependable 
framework with speedy and simple establishment. 
The framework may be effortlessly broadened. 
With ZigBee remote situating gadgets, it will 
enhance framework adaptability and expand precise 
position of underground excavators in future. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Nimble-Witted defensive cap was produced that 
can identify three sorts of perilous occasions, for 
example, risk level of risky gasses, digger cap 
expelling, and crash or effect (excavators are struck 
by a protest).  
The risky occasions were delegated an excavator 
expelling the mining protective cap off their head. 
An off-the-rack IR sensor was then used to 
hindmost decide when the protective cap is on the 
excavator's head. Another unsafe occasion is 
pecularize as an occasion where excavators are 
struck by a question against the head with a power 
surpassing an estimation of 1000 on the HIC (Head 
Injury Criteria). 
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